
ROTMAN COMMERCE SUPPLEMENTARY ESSAY QUESTIONS

rOTMAN cOMMERCE SUPPLEMENTAL APPLICATION Deadlines: for the University by Kira Talent, a company that
provides an online platform for video interviews and essays. In /, applicants responded to two written questions.

Last year the average entry average was  Relax and be yourself! We can work with you before and during your
video application to coach you to ensure you maximize your chances. The application includes two short
written components and brief video which will allow us the opportunity to get to know you better. Therefore,
you can really highlight your leadership or other skills more so than simply being loosely involved. Students
will have the choice of answering 3 questions. For instance, rather be involved as a member of every club in
high school, instead be the coordinator, or captain, or organizer for a few clubs. This new component promises
to be a tremendous opportunity to differentiate yourself and thus it is absolutely crucial to be well prepared. I
wanted change. Course Requirements As previously mentioned, Rotman Commerce has tough entry
requirements. Selina Wang Class of Specialist in Accounting. Write a little about your vision for the future!
Sometimes, students fail to pay attention to these requirements, submitting work that might be of excellent
quality technically but lacking originality. One opportunity to get that critical second look is on National
Portfolio Day, a series of free events across North America where students can show their work to various art
schools to get professional feedback. After "in for a surprise," you should write a sentence that tells the reader
this main theme. Even as its president, I continue to learn from the club. Kira Talent uses cloud-based
technology to store data. After submitting the written components, applicants proceeded to the video question
and had 90 seconds to think about their answer and two minutes to record their video response. Applicants
were given 30 minutes to respond to the second question. I also think you should add one more sentence to
that intro paragraph so that it will end with a thesis sentence that expresses the main idea of the whole essay.
Not only did I meet many new friends, but we united as a team in helping the parents. After submitting your
OUAC application, it will take several business days for the Supplemental Application email to be generated
and sent to you. The second question is randomly chosen from a question bank and the response should not
have exceeded words. I was successful. The club meetings lacked overall structure, the leaders were hard to
locate on event day, and there was no way for the members to track if their hours are being recorded correctly.
Thank you for your patience during this process. Unfortunately, I'm at the maximum word count right now
exactly words; it was much longer! In previous years, the following structure was used for the supplemental
application. Please note that all prospective students will be required to submit a Rotman Commerce
Supplemental Application as part of their applications. The answers should be between minutes, but students
have an hour to record and upload the video. This is all pretty standard, but there are additional course
requirements. Anxiously, I applied for the position of president for the largest club in school.


